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What’s 101?

“101” is short for 
“101project” which is short for
“101companies Project”

“101companies” refers to 
“101 ways of building a 
Human-resources management system
for a conceived company”.

It’s a 
software chrestomathy, 

i.e., collection of (tiny) software 
systems collecting knowledge 
about software languages, 

technologies, and 
concepts. 
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What’s 101?
! 101 
= 101system
+!101contributions
+ 101repo
+!101wiki
+ 101worker
+ 101explorer
+ 101people
+ ...
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! 101 
= 101system
+!101contributions
+ 101repo
+!101wiki
+ 101worker
+ 101explorer
+ 101people
+ ...

A conceived human 
resources management 
system (HRMS) to be 

modeled and implemented 
time and again, thereby 

collecting community 
knowledge about 

software languages, 
technologies, and 

concepts

What’s 101?
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! 101 
= 101system
+!101contributions
+ 101repo
+!101wiki
+ 101worker
+ 101explorer
+ 101people
+ ...

What’s 101?
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What’s 101?
! 101 
= 101system
+!101contributions
+ 101repo
+!101wiki
+ 101worker
+ 101explorer
+ 101people
+ ...

Data model with companies, departments, and employees. 
Functional requirements such as “salary total”. Non-

functional requirements such as “distribution”.
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! 101 
= 101system
+!101contributions
+ 101repo
+!101wiki
+ 101worker
+ 101explorer
+ 101people
+ ...

Mostly, these are 
implementations of the 

101system; they vary in the 
following dimensions:

• Used programming languages
• Used libraries/frameworks
• Implemented features sets
• Applied design patterns
• ...

What’s 101?
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! 101 
= 101system
+!101contributions
+ 101repo
+!101wiki
+ 101worker
+ 101explorer
+ 101people
+ ...

What’s 101?
Company X:

Swing + JDBC

Company Y:
SWT + Hibernate

Company Z:
GWT + MongoDB

...
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! 101 
= 101system
+!101contributions
+ 101repo
+!101wiki
+ 101worker
+ 101explorer
+ 101people
+ ...

What’s 101?

Technologies / Languages
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! 101 
= 101system
+!101contributions
+ 101repo
+!101wiki
+ 101worker
+ 101explorer
+ 101people
+ ...

A confederated (GitHub-
based) open-source 

repository which holds all 
code artifacts:

• Code for contributions
• Other illustrative code
• Infrastructure of 101
• Version history of 101wiki
• ...

What’s 101?
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! 101 
= 101system
+!101contributions
+ 101repo
+!101wiki
+ 101worker
+ 101explorer
+ 101people
+ ...

What’s 101?

Files of a contribution
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What’s 101?
! 101 
= 101system
+!101contributions
+ 101repo
+!101wiki
+ 101worker
+ 101explorer
+ 101people
+ ...

Files of a 
contribution
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! 101 
= 101system
+!101contributions
+ 101repo
+!101wiki
+ 101worker
+ 101explorer
+ 101people
+ ...

A highly structured, 
semantically enriched, and 

linked-data enabled wiki for 
text and triples along 
different namespaces: 

• Docs for contributions
• Feature model of 101system
• Entries for sw languages
• Entries for sw technologies
• Entries for sw concepts
• ...

What’s 101?
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! 101 
= 101system
+!101contributions
+ 101repo
+!101wiki
+ 101worker
+ 101explorer
+ 101people
+ ...

What’s 101?
4

Software Languages Team, University of Koblenz-Landau

Fig. 1. Namespaces managed
on

the 101wiki (shortlisted).

2.3
The 101wiki

The wiki comprises of wiki pages, which in turn break down into sections, which

may also be addressed, in principle, in a URI-based manner. Pages refer to each

other via plain links or semantic properties (see below). All pages are organized

in namespaces to distinguish major content categories on the wiki; see Figure 1.

The namespace-based
organization

of the 101wiki and
the virtual layout of

the 101repo are designed to be in sync. That is, the top-level folders of the repo

correspond
to the namespaces on

the wiki. The second-level folders of the repo

correspond
to

the member pages on
the wiki. Beyond

that level, all files and

folders are conceptually associated with the member page.

2.4
Sem

antic properties

Recently, the 101wiki has been turned into a semantic wiki, inspired by Semantic

M
ediaW

iki [10] 2. Semantic properties are used
specifically for assigning ‘types’

to links. Consider, for example, the following links as rendered
on

the 101wiki

page for the Prolog language:
‘this’ proxies for the current page (i.e., the page for Prolog). There are three

links in
which

‘this’ is involved. First, ‘this’ is said
to

be an
‘instance of’ the

concept ‘Logic programming language’. Second, ‘this’ is said
to be an

‘instance

of’ (as in ‘element of’) the namespace ‘Language’. Third, a certain contribution,

i.e., ‘prologStarter’ is said
to ‘use’ ‘this’ (i.e., Prolog). The first two links (with

2
http://semantic-mediawiki.org/

Namespaces
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101wiki’s namespaces
4 Software Languages Team, University of Koblenz-Landau

Fig. 1. Namespaces managed on the 101wiki (shortlisted).

2.3 The 101wiki

The wiki comprises of wiki pages, which in turn break down into sections, which
may also be addressed, in principle, in a URI-based manner. Pages refer to each
other via plain links or semantic properties (see below). All pages are organized
in namespaces to distinguish major content categories on the wiki; see Figure 1.

The namespace-based organization of the 101wiki and the virtual layout of
the 101repo are designed to be in sync. That is, the top-level folders of the repo
correspond to the namespaces on the wiki. The second-level folders of the repo
correspond to the member pages on the wiki. Beyond that level, all files and
folders are conceptually associated with the member page.

2.4 Semantic properties

Recently, the 101wiki has been turned into a semantic wiki, inspired by Semantic
MediaWiki [10]2. Semantic properties are used specifically for assigning ‘types’
to links. Consider, for example, the following links as rendered on the 101wiki
page for the Prolog language:

‘this’ proxies for the current page (i.e., the page for Prolog). There are three
links in which ‘this’ is involved. First, ‘this’ is said to be an ‘instance of’ the
concept ‘Logic programming language’. Second, ‘this’ is said to be an ‘instance
of’ (as in ‘element of’) the namespace ‘Language’. Third, a certain contribution,
i.e., ‘prologStarter’ is said to ‘use’ ‘this’ (i.e., Prolog). The first two links (with

2 http://semantic-mediawiki.org/
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! 101 
= 101system
+!101contributions
+ 101repo
+!101wiki
+ 101worker
+ 101explorer
+ 101people
+ ...

What’s 101?
A wiki page 

for a contribution
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What’s 101?
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! 101 
= 101system
+!101contributions
+ 101repo
+!101wiki
+ 101worker
+ 101explorer
+ 101people
+ ...

What’s 101?
The metadata section of

the earlier page
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What’s 101?
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A Linked Data approach to surfacing a software chrestomathy 5

Predicate Meaning #Triples
uses A resource uses a language or technology. 565

implements A contribution implements a feature. 628

instanceOf ‘instance of’ relationship 1578

isA ‘is-a’ relationship on concepts 84

developedBy A contribution is developed by a contributor. 191

reviewedBy A contribution is reviewed by a contributor. 16

relatesTo A resource relates to (ontological) to another resource. 80

mentions A resource mentions another resource (weak internal link). 4717

Fig. 2. Properties (types) for typed links internal to the 101wiki.

‘this’ on the left) reside on the page of ‘this’. The third link resides on said

contribution page.

Figure 2 lists most properties used currently on the 101wiki. (The counts are
supposed to go up, as more pages make comprehensive use of the new style.)

Overall, the use of namespaces and properties clearly contributes to a Linked
Data approach for 101.

2.5 External resources

The semantic approach for internal links is complemented by a similar approach

for links to external resources. From a Linked Data point of view, links to external

websites should be typed again by a property as opposed to plain (semantically

weak) links. We have started to use semantically strong links as follows. A wiki

page for a resource r can qualify its link to a web site w with a predicate.

Predicate Meaning # Triples
identifies w is designated to the resource r at hand. 384

linksTo w is concerned with the resource r at hand. 198

In the first case, the idea is that the r and w are ontologically (about) the

same resource. In the second case, the idea is to express that w is highly rele-

vant to r; it relates to r, but there is some ontological mismatch so that they

cannot be considered the same. For instance, 101wiki’s ‘Abstraction’ links to

Wikipedia’s ‘Abstraction (computer science)’ with predicate ‘identifies’. By con-

trast, 101wiki’s ‘Abstraction mechanism’ links to the same Wikipedia page with

predicate ‘linksTo’, as there is no designated Wikipedia page (at the time of

writing), but the page on ‘Abstraction’ discusses an ontologically close concept.

2.6 Derived resources and dumps

The 101worker analyzes primary resources and synthesizes derived resources or

dumps (‘derivatives’). All these analyses and computations are modularized and

composed in a pipeline to deal with module dependencies (through derivatives).

A derived resource is basically a file that associates with a file in the 101repo.
Given, for example, a repo file f , there exist derived files like this (and yet others):

Meaning of predicates
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! 101 
= 101system
+!101contributions
+ 101repo
+!101wiki
+ 101worker
+ 101explorer
+ 101people
+ ...

An open, extensible, 
computational infrastructure 
for analyzing 101repo&wiki 

and synthesizing information:

• Dump of 101wiki
• Facts extracted from 101repo
• Inferred metadata of 101repo 
• ...

What’s 101?
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! 101 
= 101system
+!101contributions
+ 101repo
+!101wiki
+ 101worker
+ 101explorer
+ 101people
+ ...

What’s 101?
Derived metrics data 

for a source file

{
size: 769,
loc: 25,
ncloc: 26,
relevance: "system"

}
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! 101 
= 101system
+!101contributions
+ 101repo
+!101wiki
+ 101worker
+ 101explorer
+ 101people
+ ...

A linked data access 
point on top of 101.

What’s 101?
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! 101 
= 101system
+!101contributions
+ 101repo
+!101wiki
+ 101worker
+ 101explorer
+ 101people
+ ...

Various stakeholders:

• Contributors (development)
• Technologists (demonstration)
• Ontologists (formalization)
• Teachers (utilization)
• Learners (utilization)
• ...

What’s 101?
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Surfacing ‘101’ in a 
Linked Data manner
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Basic Linked Data principles

Use URIs as names for ‘things’.

Use HTTP URIs to enable lookup of names. 

Provide useful information in the HTTP response.

Use standards for responses (RDF, ...).

Provide standardized query endpoints (SPARQL, ...).

Include URIs into response to cater resource recovery.
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Linked Data accessors for 101

101explorer
Derived resources
101wiki endpoint

101wiki triplestore
101worker dumps
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http://101companies.org/resources?format=html

101explorer
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http://101companies.org/resources?format=json

101explorer
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http://101companies.org/resources?format=rdf

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" xmlns:co="http://101companies.org/property/">
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://101companies.org/resources?format=rdf">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/property/Namespace"/>
<co:name>Namespace</co:name>
<co:namespace>Namespace</co:namespace>
<co:classifier>Namespace</co:classifier>
<co:member rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/resources/101?format=rdf"/>
<co:member rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/resources/concepts?format=rdf"/>
<co:member rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/resources/contributions?format=rdf"/>
<co:member rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/resources/contributors?format=rdf"/>
<co:member rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/resources/courses?format=rdf"/>
<co:member rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/resources/?format=rdf"/>
<co:member rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/resources/features?format=rdf"/>
<co:member rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/resources/information?format=rdf"/>
<co:member rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/resources/?format=rdf"/>
<co:member rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/resources/languages?format=rdf"/>
<co:member rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/resources/modules?format=rdf"/>
<co:member rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/resources/?format=rdf"/>
<co:member rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/resources/properties?format=rdf"/>
<co:member rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/resources/resources?format=rdf"/>
<co:member rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/resources/scripts?format=rdf"/>
<co:member rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/resources/services?format=rdf"/>
<co:member rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/resources/technologies?format=rdf"/>
<co:member rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/resources/themes?format=rdf"/>
<co:member rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/resources/vocabularies?format=rdf"/>
<co:wiki>http://101companies.org/wiki/Namespace:Namespace</co:wiki>
<co:github>https://github.com/101companies/101repo/tree/master/</co:github>
<co:sesame>http://triples.101companies.org/openrdf-workbench/repositories/wiki101/explore?
resource=%3Chttp%3A%2F%2F101companies.org%2Fresource%2FNamespace-3ANamespace%3E</co:sesame>
<co:endpoint>http://101companies.org/endpoint/Namespace:Namespace/json</co:endpoint>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF> 101explorer
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Fig. 3. UML-based metamodel of the 101repo (summary).

{
"title": "Fragment schema",
"type" : "object",
"properties": {
"name" : { "type": "string" },
"namespace" : { "type": "string" },
"headline" : { "type": "string" },
"wiki" : { "type": "url" },
"github" : { "type": "url" },
"triplestore" : { "type": "url" },
"classifier" : { "type": "string" },
"language": { "type" : "string" },
"content" : { "type" : "string" },
"fragments" : {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"resource" : { "type": "resource" },
"classifier" : { "type": "string" },
"name" : { "type": "string" },

}}}
}

}

Fig. 4. JSON schema for fragments of the 101repo.

detailed JSON and RDF schemas are too complex to inline them into this pa-

per. Figure 4 sketches the schema elements for file fragments. One should note

the various properties for external links: the link to GitHub, the 101wiki, and

the triplestore for the wiki. Further, the sub-fragments are also listed, thereby

guiding continued discovery of resources.

UML-based metamodel of the 101repo (summary)
This tree-like structure is the foundation of 101explorer.

Montag, 8. Juli 2013
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Fig. 3. UML-based metamodel of the 101repo (summary).

{
"title": "Fragment schema",
"type" : "object",
"properties": {
"name" : { "type": "string" },
"namespace" : { "type": "string" },
"headline" : { "type": "string" },
"wiki" : { "type": "url" },
"github" : { "type": "url" },
"triplestore" : { "type": "url" },
"classifier" : { "type": "string" },
"language": { "type" : "string" },
"content" : { "type" : "string" },
"fragments" : {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"resource" : { "type": "resource" },
"classifier" : { "type": "string" },
"name" : { "type": "string" },

}}}
}

}

Fig. 4. JSON schema for fragments of the 101repo.

detailed JSON and RDF schemas are too complex to inline them into this pa-

per. Figure 4 sketches the schema elements for file fragments. One should note

the various properties for external links: the link to GitHub, the 101wiki, and

the triplestore for the wiki. Further, the sub-fragments are also listed, thereby

guiding continued discovery of resources.

JSON schema for fragments

Likewise for
folders and files.
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http://101companies.org/resources/contributions/antlrObjects/src/main/java/
org/softlang/company/model/Company.java?format=html

Derived resources
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Example of a module description
10 Software Languages Team, University of Koblenz-Landau

{

"derivatives" : [

{

"headline" : "Metrics",

"scope" : "file",

"suffix" : ".metrics.json",

"language" : "JSON"

},

{

"headline" : "Tokens",

"scope" : "file",

"suffix" : ".tokens.json",

"language" : "JSON"

}

]

}

Fig. 5. Description of a module for synthesizing software metrics data.

4.2 The schema of the 101worker’s modules

Each 101worker module is described in a way that the description can be inter-

preted for drawing links between primary resources and derived files. Consider

Figure 5 for illustration. The description states that the module actually con-

structs two derives resources for each file of the 101repo and it declares the file

suffix used to create the derivative’s filename from the primary file’s name.

The corresponding schema for module descriptions is (partly) shown in Fig-

ure 6. Thus, derivatives may have different scopes: file, folder, dump; they may

use different data models for representation: RDF and JSON.

4.3 The schema of the 101wiki’s triplestore

The triplestore for the 101wiki basically needs to maintain resources for all pages

(i.e., all members of all namespaces) and triples for all kinds of semantic links.

Thus, there are RDFS classes for all namespaces (see Figure 1) and appropri-

ately constrained RDF properties for all semantic properties (see Figure 2 and

properties for external resources). A small part of the RDF schema is shown in

Figure 7.

4.4 Miscellaneous schemas

101 relies on further schemas, which we mention here only in passing, as they

are less relevant for in this paper. There is a metamodel for wiki content for

each namespace. This metamodel constrains the semi-structured content on wiki

pages. There is also a feature model for the features of the 101system. This model

constrains valid feature configurations, as expressed through semantic links on

the 101wiki.

https://raw.github.com/101companies/101worker/master/modules/
metrics101meta/module.json
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http://101companies.org/endpoint/Contribution:prologStarter/json

101wiki endpoint
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101wiki triplestore

http://triples.101companies.org/openrdf-workbench/repositories/wiki2/query

Sample query:

PREFIX concept: <http://101companies.org/resources/concepts/>
SELECT *
WHERE {
?s ?p concept:Model.
}
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101wiki triplestore
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{

"title": "Module description schema",

"type" : "object",

"properties": {

"derivatives" : {

"type" : "array",

"items": {

"type": "object",

"properties": {

"headline" : { "type": "string" },

"scope" : { "enum": ["file", "folder", "dump"] },

"suffix" : { "type": "string" },

"filename": { "type": "string" },

"language" : { "enum": ["JSON", "RDF"] }

}

}

}

}

}

Fig. 6. JSON schema for 101worker’s module descriptions.

<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="..." xmlns:rdfs="...">

<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="http://101companies.org/schemas/wiki#Namespace"/>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="http://101companies.org/schemas/wiki#Language"/>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="http://101companies.org/schemas/wiki#Technology"/>

<!−− Further classes (namespaces) omitted. −−>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://101companies.org/schemas/wiki#uses">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/schemas/wiki#Technology"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/schemas/wiki#Language"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/schemas/wiki#Contribution"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://101companies.org/schemas/wiki#implements">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/schemas/wiki#Feature"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://101companies.org/schemas/wiki#Contribution"/>

</rdf:Property>

<!−− Further properties omitted. −−>

</rdf:RDF>

Fig. 7. Part of the RDF schema for the triplestore.

5 An exploration service

The triplestore of the 101wiki can be accessed in a standard manner with support,
for example, for a SPARQL endpoint. The explorable view of the 101repo relies

RDF schema for 101wiki’s triplestore
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Linked Data scenarios in 
software (language) engineering
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Scenario I:
Code-sharing management

Find all equal (or similar) files 
across the different contributions 

in 101repo. 
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[

dom/Company.xsd",

jdom/Company.xsd",

sax/Company.xsd",

scalaXML/Company.xsd",

xom/Company.xsd",

xquery/Company.xsd",

xslt/Company.xsd"

],

[

haskellSyb/src/Company/Data.hs",

monoidal/src/Company/Data.hs",

nonmonadic/src/Company/Data.hs",

writerMonad/src/Company/Data.hs"

],

[

jaxbChoice/src/test/java/org/softlang/tests/Operations.java",

jaxbExtension/src/test/java/org/softlang/tests/Operations.java",

jaxbSubstitution/src/test/java/org/softlang/tests/Operations.java"

]

Fig. 10. Some groups of perfect clones found in the 101repo.

on the grounds of the contributions that exercise those languages. That is, one

may just determine metrics and interpret differences as being a consequence of

language choice. Clearly, various threads to validity and feasibility need to be

addressed before this expectation can be scientifically satisfied. Nevertheless, we

show how the available programming model can be used for the technical aspect

of this endeavor.

Figure 12 shows a specific feature set of the 101system and a set of contri-

butions that implement exactly those features. The LOC metric is shown for

these contributions. It happens that these are all Java-based contributions and

they do not differ much in their LOC metric. (We plan to publish more on this

matter.)

Figure 13 contains the (slightly simplified) code for the metrics-based com-

parison of contributions. This functionality involves tree walk over the repo,

access to derived resources (i.e., a JSON file with metrics), and access to the

wiki’s triplestore (to retrieve triples for contributions to implement certain fea-

tures). Thus, we face a highly heterogeneous scenario, which however is enabled

well by the comprehensive links at avail.

6.3 Concept analysis

The last scenario demonstrates the graph querying capability that is supported

by Linked Data for the 101wiki. The idea is to collect concepts as they are

referenced on documentation pages for contributions and to associate them with

programming paradigms for the sake of a simple concept analysis.

Consider Figure 15. A concept is listed in the box of either paradigm, if there

is a contribution such that it uses a language such that it is an instance of said

Some groups of perfect clones found
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Abstraction from confederation of 101repo

Abstraction from file-system access
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# Collect files and content recursively

def extractFilesFromFolder(folder):
files = []
data = loadPage(folder[’resource’])
for file in data.get(’files’, []):

fileData = loadPage(file[’resource’])
fileData = fileData.get(’content’)
files.append({

’uri’ : file[’resource’],
’data’: fileData
})

for folder in data.get(’folders’, []):
files += extractFilesFromFolder(folder)

return files

# Iterate over all contributions

filesList = []
root = ’http://101companies.org/resources/contributions’
contributions = loadPage(root)
for member in contributions[’members’]:

filesList += extractFilesFromFolder(member)

# Hash map content to file URIs

contents = {}
for file in filesList:

content = file[’data’][’content’]
if not content in contents:

contents[content] = []
contents[content].append(file[’uri’])

Fig. 11. Python code for perfect clone detection.

paradigm. Then, we count the number of occurrences of the concept (‘#Occs’)

and assess whether it is associated with the paradigm uniquely. For instance,

‘Algebraic data type’ is used a number of times with a functional programming

contribution, but never in an OO programming contribution. In this way, we

work towards a concept analysis to associate concepts with paradigms.

Figure 16 shows the code that computes the occurrences of concepts for a

given paradigm. We use the Gremlin query language3 for queries on the graph

of the 101wiki.

7 Related work

Exposing heterogeneous software artifacts using Linked Data is an emerging

research challenge. Instances of this idea are the following. In the context of

3 https://github.com/thinkaurelius/titan/wiki/Gremlin-Query-Language

.py
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work towards a concept analysis to associate concepts with paradigms.
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of the 101wiki.
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Misc details

Working code available:

https://github.com/101companies/101worker/tree/master/modules/cloneDetection

Code deployed on 101worker

Results deployed data.101companies.org:

http://data.101companies.org/views/clones.json
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Compare contributions per 
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16 Software Languages Team, University of Koblenz-Landau

[
"http://101companies.org/resources/features/Hierarchical_company",
"http://101companies.org/resources/features/Mapping",
"http://101companies.org/resources/features/Open serialization",
"http://101companies.org/resources/features/Total",
"http://101companies.org/resources/features/Cut"
]

Fig. 12. A feature set with the corresponding contributions and LOC.

eGovernment, ICT systems need to support sharing of heterogeneous information

and knowledge, referred to as Semantic Interoperability and defined as “highly

reusable metadata (e.g., XML schemata, generic data models) and reference

data (e.g., code lists, taxonomies, dictionaries, vocabularies)” [12]. This approach

is implemented in a metadata vocabulary called Asset Description Metadata

Schema (ADMS). In [3], RDF metadata is used to document source packages,

their releases and links to other packaging artifacts, using ADMS.SW. Such an

approach enables the FLOSS (Free Libre and Open Source Software) community

to cross-link resources from various Linux distributions and thus, to correlate

similar efforts among them.

From the application architecture perspective, our solution combines both

runtime link traversal and direct querying mechanisms to address various sce-

narios of accessing linked data. The key challenge lies in the context of ”Trust,

Quality and Relevance” [9], and specifically concerned with the underlying vo-

cabulary, which should be assessed and improved with the help of the broad SLE

community. We believe, that such vocabulary, and the underlying data surfaced

on top of Linked Data principles, will give a further rise of the advanced MDE

languages and tools, namely ontological [11], linguistic metamodeling [1] and

A feature set with contributions and (NC)LOC
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Metrics-based comparison

Expressiveness

Access to full 101repo tree and (NC)LOC

Access to feature sets per contribution

Additional Linked Data convenience

Access to feature sets via linked query endpoint

Access to (NC)LOC via associated derived resource
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configs = {} # Associate feature configurations with contributions

metrics = {} # Associate contributions with LOC metric

# Iterate over all contributions

contribs = loadPage(’http://101companies.org/resources/contributions’)
for contrib in contribs[’members’]:

data = loadPage(contrib[’resource’])

# Collect features for contribution

features = retrieveFeatures(data[’triplestore’])
key = tuple(features)
if not key in configs:

configs[key] = {’features’: features, ’contribs’: []}

# Map feature configuration to contribution

configs[key][’contribs’].append(contrib[’name’])

# Aggregate LOC for all files of the contribution

files = collectFiles(contrib[’resource’])
loc = 0
for file in files:

mdata = retrieveMetrics(file[’resource’])
if not mdata == {}:
if not ’relevance’ in mdata or mdata[’relevance’] == ’system’:

loc += int(mdata[’loc’])
metrics[contribution[’name’]] = loc

Fig. 13. Python code for metrics-based comparison. (See Figure 14 for the remainder.)

megamodeling [7], where the choice of a foundational ontology if one of the key

design challenges.

To further integrate the data exposed by 101 into a global Linked Data cloud,

the important question of publishing ontologies arises. [13] proposes an approach,

which allows repositories to publish their assets’ (ontologies’) metadata. We

consider formalizing and publishing this aspect as an important, next step. There

are several efforts to propose a related standard, e.g., the so-called Ontology

Metadata Vocabulary (OMV) [8], to support the creation, maintenance and

distribution of such metadata. [2] discusses an initiative to develop and deploy

a new federated interoperability infrastructure for metadata called the Open

Ontology Repository.

8 Conclusion

We have presented a detailed, non-trivial case study on enabling an existing

software engineering and programming context for Linked Data. That is, we

enabled the 101project so that its software chrestomathy with all associated

data (source code and wiki content, internal and external, primary and derived)

I/II
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Metrics-based comparison

.py

18 Software Languages Team, University of Koblenz-Landau

# Retrieve features for a contribution
def retrieveFeatures(url):

triples = loadPage(url)
features = []
for triple in triples: # Filter triples

predicate = triple[1]
object = triple[2]
if predicate == ’http://101companies.org/property/implements’:

features.append(object.replace(
’http:/101companies.org/resources/features/’, ’’))

return features

# Retrieve metrics for a file
def retrieveMetrics(uri):

file = loadPage(uri)
derivatives = file[’derivatives’]
for derivative in derivatives: # Find associated metrics file

if derivative[’name’].endswith(’metrics.json’):
return loadPage(derivative[’resource’])

return {}

# Collect files and metrics in a folder recursively
def collectFiles(uri):

folder = loadPage(uri)
files = folder[’files’]:
for subfolder in folder[’folders’]:

files += collectFiles(subfolder[’resource’])
return files

Fig. 14. Figure 13 cont’d.

Functional programming OO programming

Fig. 15. Concepts associated with the functional and the OO paradigms.
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Misc details

Working code available:

https://github.com/101companies/101worker/tree/master/modules/featureMetrics

Code deployed on 101worker

Results deployed data.101companies.org:

http://data.101companies.org/views/features
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Scenario III:
Concept analysis

Infer OOP vs. FP concepts by 
means of their association with 
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Concepts associated with FP and OOP

18 Software Languages Team, University of Koblenz-Landau
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Concept analysis
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Full graph-based queries over 101wiki

Additional Linked Data convenience

Abstraction from 101wiki implementation
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Concept analysis

.groovy
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static final String resources = ’http://101companies.org/resources/’

static final String properties = ’http://101companies.org/property/’

public findConcepts(paradigm) {

def concept = getResource(resources + ’namespaces/Concept’)

def concepts = graph.v(paradigm).

inE(properties + ’instanceOf’).outV. // Languages
inE(properties + ’uses’).outV. // Contributions
outE(properties + ’mentions’).inV. // Mentions
toList().findAll{ // Concept mentions only

it.outE(properties + ’instanceOf’).inV.

filter{it == concept}.toList().size() > 0

}

return concepts

}

Fig. 16. Groovy code for concept analysis for programming paradigms.

is fully linked and explorable in resource-oriented Linked Data fashion up to
the point that one can programmatically process 101, as we have demonstrated
with some diverse scenarios of software analysis in software engineering. In this
manner, 101 has become more open, more connected, more standardized, more
explorable, and more usable.

We suggest the following directions for future work. The schema situation of
the obtained architecture is rather complex and potentially confusing. We would
like to use ideas of schema mapping to reduce the redundancy and to enforce
consistence across all the different schemas and type systems. Further, we would
also like to work on the consistency between declared metadata (based on the
properties discussed) versus inferable metadata (based on existing infrastructure
for metadata inference). The idea is to push metadata inference far enough that
it can be trusted up to the point that much less metadata must be explicitly
declared. In this context, we should also make inferred metadata more discover-
able. For instance, one would like to see concepts being associated with fragments
when working in the 101explorer. Previously, we had ad-hoc tools to this end, but
we would like to standardize such capabilities, indeed. Another open challenge
is modeling of the consistence of the confederated data experience of 101 in the
view of the heterogeneity and dynamicity of all involved resources. So far, we
have applied pragmatic reasoning to arrive at a workable implementation, but
we are not yet able to model these aspects and to perform any (semi-) formal
reasoning.
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Misc details

Working code available:

https://github.com/avaranovich/linked_data_experiments/blob/master/src/main/
groovy/Main.groovy

Code not deployed on 101

Results only computed locally
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Thanks. 
Please explore and contribute.

http://101companies.org/

http://101companies.org/wiki

http://101companies.org/resources?format=html

http://data.101companies.org/dumps/

http://data.101companies.org/resources/

Landing page

Wiki

Resource explorer

Dumps

Derived resources
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